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"Puzzles so good that they've earned the seal of approval from the NAVH (National Association for

Visually Handicapped)." Now, crossword lovers with less than perfect sight can enjoy their favorite

pastime without the frustration of trying to read small-size clues and fill in tiny boxes. Each of these

puzzles--125 in each book--take up two full pages, and have large word type and generously sized

grids with easy-to-see numbering. It's a challenge for the brain, not the eyes, allowing solvers to

focus on doing the puzzle, not trying to discern the words. And, of course, the well-constructed

crosswords cover a diverse range of topics, avoid "crosswordese," and provide hours of fun.

ABOUT THE NAVH: The National Association for Visually Handicapped is the only national health

agency solely devoted to the "hard of seeing." It's dedicated to the ideal that visual impairment need

not lessen one's quality of life. The organization pioneered the development of an accepted

standard for large print, and offers education, equipment, and 24-hour assistance to those with

limited vision.
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Gave these to my 92 year old father for Christmas. He has done crossword puzzles his entire life.

These difficulty is perfect. The large print is a necessity. Dad has commented on how much he

enjoys that way the clues formatted. Unique but not overly difficult. Because his macular

degeneration prevents him from reading, he is thankful that the content isn't too heavy on

books/authors. The words are a perfect scattering of topics. Started him off with Editions 1, 2 & 4.

Hope T.J. loves his job and keeps producing more.I can't thank you enough. He called and asked if



I could possibly find more. I am so happy to provide him with something to occupy some of his time.

This winter was long. Mr. Joseph made it tolerable.

My dad has very poor eye sight and with his glasses he can see these perfectly he said. As soon as

he opened them he got to work! The print is big they weren't lying. I recommend these to anyone

with eye sight problems or just wants a good crossword. And as always the answers are in the back!

I have bought many of these Thomas Joseph's Large Print Crossword puzzle books. They are gifts

for my 95 year old mother who has macular degeneration in one eye and therefore, has trouble

reading smaller puzzle books but still loves to do crossword puzzles. She really enjoys doing these

and said she likes the size of the book, too. They are easy to hold on your lap and do the puzzles.

She says the puzzles are also very good -- challenging, but not so hard that they're frustrating to do.

(Answers are in the back which is also nice if you like to check your work :-)

Beware that this is VERY, VERY LARGE print!! I got it for my mom for Christmas & she was

shocked at how large the print is. It is so large that the clues on are on the left page & the puzzle is

on the right one. Because of this, I am thrilled that it's spiral bound, but unless you or whoever is

doing these puzzles is extremely near-sighted, I would pass on this one.

This was a very enjoyable book. The puzzles weren't easy but they didn't drive me up a wall either.

They were a bit challenging. I'm not anywhere near a New York Times puzzler; just kind of an

average puzzler, but I like to work several a day. I really appreciate the large print. It's too big for my

husband, who still has good eyes. Highly recommended!

All these large print crossword books are great. I purchased this one for my diebetic mom who also

has poor eyesight and she loves them all. So far, I have purchased 4 of them and plan to purchase

more in the near future. I would recommend to anyone.

Thomas Joseph, the writer, has the daily crossword in my local newspaper. I do it everyday along

with some friends. I felt sure I could trust the book to have crosswords that were not too hard and

not too easy either. It has not let me down. My husband and I word the puzzles at home and find

them to be "just right". We buy the large print size for the ease in handling and sharing the book. I

bought volumes 4 & 5 so they will last a while. If you enjoy crosswords, this is an excellent buy.



This book was bought for my 93 year old sister who resides in Assisted Living. The print is easy for

her to read, and the the puzzle is not too easy or difficult. Great pastime. She does a few every day,

and her mind is still sharp.
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